KEYWORD: brazing furnace; temperature control; parameter identification; Recursive least squares algorithm; ABSTRACT: In the brazing operation, the brazing temperature control is also the difficulty for its time delay and parameter varying. In order to control the brazing temperature, the mathematical model of brazing temperature must be established first. Parameter identification is an effective way to obtain the temperature model of brazing furnace. In this paper, the online parameter identification on first order delay temperature model for brazing furnaces was investigated. The recursive least squares algorithm with variable forgetting factor is applied to this study. Through identifying and calculating for first order delay temperature model, the parameters of the mode and delay time are got. This presents a solution on the time delay identification of traditional least squares algorithm, and solves the fuzzy identification resulted by data saturation.
Introduction
Brazing is a process to use weldment heat together with solder whose melting point lower than the base metal, after the solder melt, wetting and filling the gap that connecting the base metal with solder, solder metal and base metal to form a solid connection through diffusion ( The production of industrial brazing furnace process is a very complex physical process and chemical process. In the brazing operation, brazing temperature control is the key technology. Usually, according to the requirements of the process, the workpiece is needed to be heated gradually from the room temperature to 650℃. In process, the temperature error is not more than 1℃, and the overshoot is not allowed. Then, the brazing temperature control is also the difficulty of brazing furnace for its time delay and parameter varying. So, several intelligent control methods such as chaos theory, adaptive artificial neural network, genetic algorithm, fuzzy theory, and so on have been used in the temperature control system of the large brazing furnaces ( In order to control the brazing temperature, the mathematical model of brazing temperature must be established first. System parameter identification is an effective way to obtain the temperature model. In this paper, the online parameters identification on first order delay temperature model for brazing furnaces was studied.
Identification principle
Identification is based on the input and output data to estimate the unknown parameters of the model under the guidance of the identification criteria. Parameter identification principle is as shown in Fig.1 .
In Fig.1 , θ is the parameter to be estimated, θˆ is estimated value. By the method of stepwise approximation, the current output value is calculated as follows:
Where ) (k z is the output in the process of parameters identification.
Fig.1 Identification principle
In the process of identification, ) ( k z gradually approaches ) (k z . When this process is completed, the identification parameter model to substitute the actual model is got.
Convergence criterion
In the process of identification， the convergence criterion is applied to evaluate how the predictive value is approximated to the actual. Usually, the functional representation of the error is as follows:
Where
is the identification error. The output error model is presented in Fig.2 . 
Discretization of temperature model
In the brazing process, part of temperature step response shows a monotone convex trend. Then the mathematical model with the first order plus delay is adopted to express the response as:
Here s K is the amplification factor, s T is the time constant and τ is the delay time. Discrete ) (s G , and add a sampling switch and a 0 -degree holder with the sampling period T assumed, ) (s G is also written as,
After standardization, ) (s G is also written as,
Where (10) According to the least squares algorithm, Formula 10 is written as,
is the observed data; ) (k e is the residual error whose average is 0; the estimated parameters are as follows: 
is the covariance matrix. The variable forgetting factor is as follows,
Parameter identification of temperature model The principle on parameters identification is shown in Fig.3 . ) (z G presents the actual model, ) ( m z G is the identification object model. In process, the input data
The identification procedures are as follows:
(1) Given initial conditions, and innitial the variable forgetting factor. In order to verify the identification algorithm, a simulation experiment was implemented in Matlab. The actual temperature curve is compared to the identification curve in Fig.4 and Fig.5 shown. 
Conclusions
Parameter identification is an effective way to obtain the temperature model brazing furnace. This paper presents an online parameter identification study on first order delay temperature model for brazing furnaces. Through the parameter identification and calculation for first order delay temperature model, the parameters of the mode and delay time are got. This presents a solution on the time delay identification of traditional least squares algorithm, and solves the fuzzy identification resulted by data saturation. The simulation experiments verify the good identification accuracy and speed.
